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company Motorola (in keeping with the confidentiality norms of psy
chological research, names of individuals within the company have been
changed; for more details about this attack and its aftermath, see Ghost in
the Wires, Mitnick & Simon, 2011). We then analyze the points ofvulnera
bility exploited by the attack and consider methods by which individuals
and organizations can build resistance against such attacks.

THE ATTACK

In 1992, Motorola released its new-generation cell phone. Marketing to
an audience raised on Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock, Motorola designed
the MicroTac Ultra Lite to be slim, lightweight, and, most importantly;
to flip open with a satisfying click just like the Star Trek communicator.
The phone's brain consisted of proprietary software embedded
onto a chip, called firmware. This software contained the secrets of
Motorola's new technology-secrets ofgreat interest to some hackers.
Gaining access to these secrets would require reverse engineering the
firmware-a process that could take months or even years-or obtain
ing access to the original programming instructions or "source code:'

My Goal Was the Source Code

In a sense, the motivation for the attack was pure scarcity-the chal
lenge of acquiring the proprietary secrets to the inner workings of the
MicroTac Ultra Lite. Adding to the challenge, Motorola's development
took place in Schaumburg, illinois, far enough from my current resi
dence in Denver, Colorado, that I would have to talk the code out
ofMotorola using just the telephone and the Internet.
I began with a call to directory assistance, which prOvided Motorola's
main number. I called the number and explained to the receptionist
that I was looking for the project manager for the MicroTac Ultra
Lite. The kind receptionist told me that all cellular phone development
is handled out of their Schaumberg facility. She gave me the main
number in Schaumburg. I called Schaumburg and asked for the project
manager for the MicroTac Ultra Lite. Eight transfers later, I reached
the Vice President for the Pan American Cellular Subscriber Group.
The VP sent me to Sam, the project manager for the Ultra Lite. The caU to
Sam went straight to voicemail. Sam's outgoing message explained that
she would be out of the office for the next two weeks on vacation and
that callers who needed any help should call her assistant, Alice.
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I found the latest source code, b
hundreds offiles."
"Do you know how to use
program that took a set of files a
file. Gzip was another program th
using a compression algorithm.
"What's that?" she asked.
"It's like winzip in Windows. W
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Alice accepted my offer, ana I
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bled the particular version ofsou
"Do you know what FTP is?"
"File transfer program?"
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I remembered the IP address
which I could use as the destinat
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address of a computer on the In
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"Can you open an FTP conne
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When she tried to open a conn
attempts, she said, "Rick, I'm goi
ager about what you are asking m
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an attack was in progress. "Wait
but she was already gone.
After a while on hold, Alice re
you gave me is outside ofthe Mo
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'~d my manager told me that
campus requires the use ofa spec

"Uhhuh:'
"So, my security manager gave me his personal username and
·password to our special proxy server so I can send you the file:'
And with that, she sent the file.
Capitalizing on the rapport I had established with Alice, I later asked
her to locate and send some other versions of the source code for
the same phone. While archiving one version using tar and gzip, I had
Alice include the / etc directory, which, on the Apollo system Motorola
used, included a password file with names, phone extensions, and
encrypted passwords, and a host file with hostnames and IP addresses
of other Motorola computer systems. I thanked Alice and hung up.
With the source code in hand, I decided to see if the extra files
I'd acquired would give me access to Motorola's network. I tried the
dialup number into the Schaumburg facility I had obtained earlier
and found that Motorola was using SecureID, a two-form factor
authentication system in which access required a numerical code pro
vided on a physical device called a token given to each user, as well as
a PIN known only to the user. The numerical code changed every
60 seconds, so I would need a SecureID token or a person with a token
willing to give me the current code over the phone.
Over the next few days, I checked the weather in Schaumburg,
waiting for a snowstorm that would provide a plausible reason why
a Motorola employee might not be able to drive to work. While wait
ing for the snowstorm, I tracked down the telephone number of the
Schaumburg facility's computer room and extracted the name and
working group of an employee from the password file I had tricked
Alice into sending me. When the snowstorm hit, I called the computer
room.
"Hey; this is Ed Bell in the PACSG group. I need you to do me a big
favor. I can't drive in, but I'm working on a critical project, and I need
to log in to my workstation. I need my SecureID token that's in my
desk-it's in the upper left drawer. Could you please go to my office,
get my token out ofmy desk, and give me the code so I can log in?"
This approach was a risk. I knew Ed Bell worked in the facility; but
I had no idea where Ed's office was, let alone whether Ed's SecurelD
card would be in the upper left desk drawer. I was banking on the
fact that the computer operator, Ron, would find it extremely uncom
fortable (and inconvenient) to rummage through someone else's
desk looking for a SecurelD card. The approach also helpeeJ build cred
ibility because the request implied that Ed was an authorized employee
who had been issued a SecurelD token. The problem was just that
he didn't have it with him.
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The supervisor _relented. "Yea
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ofsystems that weren't in the cell
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passwords. The password for one user, John Cooper, matched. It was
"mary:'
I tried logging onto the cellular group server using John's username
and "mary" as the password. It didn't work.John must be using a differ
ent password. But perhaps the old password could convince John to
reveal his new one.
I called directory assistance and found a number for John Cooper
in a nearby city. I calledJohn at home.
"Hey; is this John Cooper? This is Phillip in ops. We just had a catas
trophe. We lost a disk array. We're going through the recovery process,
but we're not sure we can recover everything. Just wanted to let you
know. I should have your files restored by Thursday:'
"What! That's unacceptable!"
"Why?"
"I need my files sooner than that!"
"You're 50th in the queue:'
"I need to talk to your boss."
"Listen, I can do you a favor, -but it needs to stay between you and I.
We're restoring files on a new server. To streamline yours, I need to
set up your account. Your username is johnc, and your workstation is
Ic18, right?" I typed on a keyboard for sound effects. "Oh, is your
phone extension still 37765?" Pause. "What password do you want
me to use?" Then, after a slight pause, "Oh wait, what is your current
password?"
"Who are you again?"
"Phillip in Operations. Of course. You need to verify who I am.
Do you have a SecurelD token?"
"Yes, why?"
"Let me pull your application." I slammed a couple offiling cabinets
and rumed some paper. "Hmm, the person didn't alphabetize it cor
rectly. Give me a moment." After a pause, "Let me see. Ok, here's yours.
You chose the password of: 'mary:"
After another pause, he hesitantly said, "Yeah. Ok, my password is
bebop 1."
And I was in.

RESISTING THE ATTACK

As is likely clear to aficionados of the work of Robert Cialdini, Cialdini's
principles of influence permeate this social engineering attack. Alice's will
ingness to archive and send the source code no doubt stemmed, in part,
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In Influence: Science and Practice, Cialdini (2009) offers recommenda
tions for defending against the six principles. These defenses typically
rely on detecting when the principles are being employed illegitimately
when they are artificially imported into a situation in which they do not
naturally occur (Cialdini, 1996).
With respect to reciprocity, Cialdini (2009) recommends that we accept
favors in good faith, but if a favor turns out to be a trick, we should reframe
the favor as a sales device and feel no obligation to reciprocate. For commit
ment and consistency; Cialdini recommends that we attend to the feeling
"in the pit of our stomachs when we realize we are trapped into comply
ing with a request we know we don't want to perform" (p. 89). For liking,
Cialdini recommends not that we try to fend off the myriad of factors
that increase liking, but that we note when we find ourselves feeling undue
liking for an influence practitioner. Then, we purposefully separate our feel
ings for the practitioner from our feelings for the request. For authority;
Cialdini recommends that we retain an awareness ofthe power ofauthority
"coupled with a recognition of how easily authority symbols can be faked"
(p. 196). Cialdini's subsequent recommendations focus on situations in
which the authority is acting as an expert. In particular, when faced with
such an authority, Cialdini recommends that we ask two questions: "Is this
authority truly an expert?" (p. 191), and "How truthful can we expect the
expert to be?" (p. 192). Finally; for scarcity; Cialdini recommends that
we use the heightened arousal that accompanies a scarcity-based appeal
as a cue to proceed with caution. Then, we ask ourselves whether we truly
want the item for the benefits ofpossessing something rare or ifwe Simply
want it for its utility value, in which case, its limited availability should not
factor in.
Will Cialdini's (2009) defenses work against a social engineering attack?
Perhaps, in part. In many cases, however, the principles appear legitimate
within the context of the social engineer's deception. Alice received some
valuable computer training-a favor that carried a legitimate reCiprocal
obligation. Alice's boss wielded true authority over her (although Alice
would have done well to remember that invoking her boss's name does not
guarantee that her boss actually authorized the request).
Ron's positive feelings toward fellow Motorola employee Ed Bell proba
bly did not exceed the level ofliking appropriate for a coworker. And when
Ed retreated from his first request that Ron find Ed's SecureID device, Ron
felt a legitimate reCiprocal obligation to comply with Ed's second request
to use the computer center's SecureID token (although here, Ron and his
supervisor might have paid attention to the feeling in the pit of their stom
achs that disclosing the center's SecureID token and PIN was not a request
they wanted to fulfill).
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a malware-infected USB flash drive). The volunteer gets a direct demon
stration of vulnerability, of course. But more importantly; if the attack
is sufficiently compelling, the other trainees are likely to empathize with
the volunteer and realize that they would have performed no better.
Indeed, anecdotal evidence suggests that readers of texts on social engi
neering (e.g., Art ofDeception, Mitnick & Simon, 2002) often adopt the per
spective of the target of the social engineering attack, vicariously
experiencing the vulnerability ofthe target.
The second factor common to social engineering attacks is the target's
failure to distinguish innocuous information from sensitive information.
A social engineer can explOit this informational ambiguity by gathering
small bits of information that merit little protection individually; but that
provide a fa~ade of credibility when combined. In the Motorola attack,
the social engineer swayed Alice by naming her manager and knowing
about her manager's vacation plans-information suggestive oflegitimacy
but, in actuality; publicly available on her manager's voicemail. A company
could, of course, instruct its employees to protect all information, to give
nothing away without official authorization. But such a policy would be
exhausting to maintain and detrimental to work flow. In addition, the task
of protecting obviously innocuous information would likely sap the vigi
lance necessary to protect truly sensitive information. Instead, we recom
mend that companies analyze the sensitivity ofdifferent types ofinformation
with a goal of developing a simple classification system that employees
will understand, accept, and remember. With such a system in place,
employees will know the types ofinformation they must protect (e.g., pass
words) and the types of information they can freely share. Furthermore,
employees will know that the possession of this latter type of information
carries no particular significance and conveys no particular credibility.
The final step in building resistance against social engineering is to pro
vide targets with a method of resolving the conflict between social norms
and security roles. Skilled social engineers purposefully create situations
that place these factors in conflict. In one social engineering attack, for
example, a social engineer gained access to a restricted area by manufactur
ing a company ID, and then waiting by the access door until a target had
swiped his card. Then, before the target had fully walked through the door,
he glanced back at the person behind him, saw the company ID card, and
held the door open. Although the organization's security protocol required
that each person swipe their own access card, politeness norms prohibited
the target from slamming the door in the social engineer's face.
Organizations could increase the effectiveness of their security proto
cols by training their employees to respond to requests that must be denied
even when such denials feel impolite. The influence tactic of altercasting
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Fortunatel)', we believe the three factors critical to building organiza
tional resistance against social engineering can help build resistance in indi
viduals as well. First, individuals must perceive their personal vulnerability
to social engineering attacks. We hope the widening discussion of social
engineering within the news media will help broaden awareness of this
vulnerability:
Second, individuals must understand which actions put them at risk.
Some risky actions are obvious. Few people today would e-mail their pass
words in response to a poorly written request ostensibly sent from their
Internet service prOvider. Similarl)', few people would double click on a
EXE file received from an unknown sender. However, other actions
may seem innocuous but carry hidden risk. Simply opening a PDF file con
taining malicious code can compromise a computer running a vulnerable
version of Adobe Acrobat Reader (upgrading to the latest version offers
some protection against this attack). Similarl)', visiting a website and accept
ing the site's request to install a signed, but forged Java applet can com
promise a computer if the applet performs malicious actions-and,
unfortunatel)', a knowledgeable hacker can, within a matter ofminutes, clone
a web site and place the cloned web site along with the booby-trapped, and
forged (e.g., deceptively labeled as being signed by Microsoft) Java applet
under a plausible-sounding domain (e.g., ..www.harvard-alums.com..). Such
a ruse can easily snare targets not paying careful attention. In general,
individuals would be wise to be extra cautious when lured to a website or
sent an unexpected file. If an individual initiates an action (e.g., requests
a file, types in a known web address), it's more likely (although not guaran
teed) to be safe.
Third, individuals must develop methods of fending off inappropriate
requests. In some cases, this might consist Simply of validating seemingly
antisocial (but appropriate) action, such as refusing Facebook friend
requests from people not known personally. In other cases, it might consist
of confirming through a telephone call or personal conversation that a
colleague or friend had actually sent a suspicious e-mail, such as a recom
mendation to visit an odd-sounding website.
Given our increasing reliance on computer systems and the organiza
tions that run them, social engineering represents a substantial and growing
danger to our professional and personal lives.. We believe, however, that
knowledge of Cialdini's (2009) principles of influence, combined with
an awareness of the unique factors that characterize a social engineering
attack, can help us avoid this path ofleast resistance.
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